Recently, a number of watermarking-based intellectual property protection techniques have been proposed. Although they have been applied to different stages in the design process and have a great variety of technical and theoretical features, all of them share two common properties: they all have been applied solely to optimization problems and do not involve any optimization during the watermarking process.
Introduction
Watermarking techniques are designed for the purposes of identification and copyright of the owner and legal users of any intellectual property (IP). One major challenge in IP protection is to maintain the correct functionality of the IP. This is not a serious concern for watermarking digital images, audio, video, etc. where the ultimate consumer is human who cannot detect minute errors.
A conceptually new constraint-based watermarking technique has been proposed [3] and successfully applied for the protection of IPS that can be properly mapped to an optimization problem. The basic idea is to add extra design constraints and thus cut the solution space of the optimization problem. However, this technique cannot be used directly to watermark decision problems because of the natural difference between optimization and decision problems. lem (SAT), play the central role in theoretic computer science and find numerous applications in various fields. Because of its discrete nature, SAT appears in many contexts in the field of VLSI CAD, such as automatic pattern generation, logic verification, timing analysis, delay fault testing and channel routing.
In this paper, we propose techniques to fill this gap. The basic idea is to embed a message in an optimal way so that the probability of changing the solution to the decision problem is minimized. We do not need to convert the entire message into additional constraints as long as we can provide convincing proof of authorship. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. For a specific solution to the watermarked formula, we have a chance of & M 8.3% to get it. But from the original F, this probability is M 0.39%. The odd is about 1:21, which is the strength of the watermark. However, if we use the same technique to embed "A red dog is chasing the bee", then the new formula becomes unsatisfiable and we receive the wrong answer. With our new optimization techniques, this can be avoided by replacing the "blind encoding" with a selective one. Once we detect a to-beadded clause that has high probability of changing the satisfiability of the problem, we may decide to modify it or not to add it at all.
In next section, we review the concept of constraint-based watermarking techniques. Then we propose the optimization-intensive watermarking methodology for protecting decision problems. As an example, we develop three such techniques for the SAT problem. We analyze these optimization techniques and present the experimental results before conclude.
Related Work
A watermark is a mark embedded into an object for identification of the owner. Recently, the constraint-based watermarking technique was proposed [3] , which we will review in details next. Their core idea is to add extra signature-related constraints to the problem before solving it, and an exact matching between the solution and the signature shows the proof of authorship. This method is restricted to optimization problems because new constraints may change the answer of a decision problem.
Because of the importance of SAT in both theoretical and applied computer science, many heuristics have been developed [8, 6] and rigorous analysis has been conducted based on well-defined random models[ 1, 2, 51. The former gives us tools to solve the problem and the latter provides us theoretical background. Most of the current available SAT solvers fall into three categories: systematic search (e.g., POSIT, NTAB, REL SAT and REL SAT-rand, Satz and Satz-rand.), stochastic local search (e.g. GSAT and WalkSat.) and translation to 0-1 integer programming.
Constraint-Based Watermarking Methodology
In [3] , the concept of constraint-based watermarking methodology is introduced for the purpose of IP protection. This generic scheme has been successfully applied at the level of algorithms, behavior, logic synthesis and physical design, as well as in FPGA designs.
. Input: a formula F over variables (21, . . . , zn }, and a message M. Figure 2 illustrates the general approach. We take the initial IP, which is corresponding to the solution of an optimization problem, the owner's signature that needs to be put into the IP and a solver from the optimization problem. Then we build the watermarking engine that takes the optimization problem and the signature as input and returns a solution with the signature embedded. From this solution, we get the watermarked IP.
The key components for this technique are: (i) A well-defined interpretation that maps the IP to solutions of an optimization problem with known difficult complexity. (ii) A large solution space for the optimization problem within acceptable degradation of solution's quality. The solution space has to be large enough to accommodate the owner's watermark, and we allow some overhead to acquire this solution space for the watermarked problem. An effective watermark must provide: high credibility, low overhead, resilience, transparency, perceptual invisibility and part protection ([3,4] ).
Optimization-intensive Constraint-Based Watermarking
The essence of the constraint-based watermarking method is to cut the solution space by adding extra constraints into design process of the original IP. The authorship is proved by showing the probability of a random solution also satisfying all the extra constraints generated from the author's signature. The tighter the extra constraints, the more difficult to solve the optimization problem, and hence the more degradation the quality of solution may suffer. This trade-off between overhead and credibility is analyzed in [4] . For most optimization problems, we are guaranteed the existence of valid solutions despite of their quality. Therefore the only concern of watermarking is to keep the overhead as low as possible.
The decision problems, on the other hand, have only two different solutions: YES or NO. If the answer is YES, often a truth assignment is required. We make the following assumption that corresponds to the "large solution space" requirement for the constraintbased watermarking on optimization problems.
Watermarking Assumption:
The decision problem to be watermarked must have an answer YES and have many different ways to achieve this answel: Since the watermarked IP has to maintain the correct functionality, the question arises immediately when we try to watermark decision generated from the signature and can be used to prove the existence of the signature as shown in Figure 3 .
The objective function Obj() takes clauses as input and return a non-negative value, which measures the likelihood that adding this clause will not change the formula to unsatisfiable.
Deleting Literals
In general, the longer the clause is, the easier it will be satisfied. (A clause with k literals is false iff all these k literals are assigned 0).
Based on this observation, we propose the second technique: a formula T over variables i . 1 , . . . , zn}. and a message M .
Input:
Output: a new formula T' derived from 3 with M embedded.
Algorithm:
convert M to a binary string S; It is clear that the solution space for formula F' is a proper subset of that for 3, so any truth assignment that satisfies 3' also satisfies 7. Moreover, the ratio of size of 7 " s solution space to that of F's shows the authorship.
Push-out and Pull-back
When we keep the formula fixed and introduce new variables, the solution space will increase because these new variables serve as "don't cares" in the formula. This suggests us a variation of the "adding clauses" technique, where we embed a watermark into the same formula but over a larger set of variables, then restrict the solution to the original variable set. Figure 5 shows the idea, in (c) and (d) the shaded area is the solution space for the formula with watermarked clauses. With the freedom of adding new variables, we can change the "adding clauses" technique in the following way: if we detect a dangerous clause, i.e., one that may make the entire formula unsatisfiable, introduce a new variable. In this way, we have better chance to maintain the satisfiability of the watermarked formula. Obj(l) = the likelihood that literal 1 is assigned true.
First order objective function
For a literal I , let nl be the number of clauses that contains E and si be the length of the ith such clause. Then we define the first order objective function on I as: (iii) Obj (1) is increasing w.tt. nl and decreasing w.r.t. n1t .
Analysis of the Optimization Techniques
(iv) Obj(1) is decreasing wxt. si.
(i) implies that if the formula does not have I', then we should set E = 1; (ii) means 1 has to be true if itself is a clause; (iii) suggests that the more E occurs, the more likely it will be assigned true;
and (iv) says the longer is the clause, the less it contributes to the objective function since a long clause is easy to satisfy.
Second order objective function
the correlation among literals in the same clause as:
We define the second order objective function by considering f2(') = c 7 L l 2 a i -~-l +~~~~, l j~1 0 b~~( l j ) (3) f2 estimates the difficulty of determining the satisfiability of a formula. Objl(1) is determined by only the occurrence of I , I' and the length of the clause where they appear. In the second order objective function, not only E and Z', but also their neighbors (the literals in the same clause) are considered. For a given satisfiable formula, the optimization watermarking techniques do not guarantee the watermarked formula still satisfiable, but maximize this probability.
Limitations of the Optimization Techniques on the

Constant-Probability SAT Model
We adopt the model J(n, T , p ) for generating random SAT instances. A formula of this type consists of n clauses over T variables. A variable v is in the kth clause as an uncomplementary literal with probability p , as a complementary literal with probability p , and will not in this clause with probability 1 -2p. The regions to the left of curve I (eq. (4)) and above curve 111 (eq.
(7)) consist of instances that are always unsatisfiable. Curve 11's right side are instances that almost always satisfiable (eq. (6)). The shaded area is a mixture of satisfiable and unsatisfiable problems. Under the "watermarking assumption", a to-be-watermarked SAT instance belongs to the region right to curve 11. After we embed watermarks, the new instance and/or the curves will move. We Adding clauses: Assuming the message is random, the watermarked instance is still random of the same type, except that the number of clauses has increased (Figure 6(b) ).
Deleting literals: Deleting literals decreases p , and optimization strategy prevents us from deleting single-literal clauses and eliminating any variable completely. Therefore in the r-n chart (Figure 6(c) ), the SAT instance remains unchanged, but the curves have moved towards right due to the decrement of p .
Push-out and pull-back: The newly introduced variables only appear in the added clauses, this makes the instance not random any more. However, this can be approximately viewed by Figure  6 (d), where the initial instance is moving along r-axis as we add new variables, then moving up as we append new clauses.
Copy Detection
Here we outline the approaches to retrieve watermarks embedded by the "adding clauses" where solutions are forced to satisfy extra clauses according to the signature. Let ~1 , W Z , . . . , Wk be the lengths of the k extra clauses and pk = I&l -( $)wi Proposition 5.3: A random assignment makes all k clauses true with a probability 9, and the probability that it satisfies at least m < k clauses is: 
r (i)(+)i
It is easy to see from the expression of P, that this probability can be arbitrarily small when both k and rn are large enough. Thus, this method provides high credibility of the signature for large instances. In practice, for a given SAT instance, from the limitation of the technique we can determine the maximal constraints we may introduce. Then according to the level of credibility we want to achieve, we can calculate the minimal constraints we have to add to the original problem and then fine tune the objective function.
Experimental Results
We have implemented our proposed optimization-intensive watermarking techniques and apply them to instances from DIMACS SAT benchmarks [7] . Due to the spacing restriction we only report the results on the ii8*.cnf instances which are generated from the problem of inferring the logic in an 8-input, 1-output "blackbox".
For each instance, we embed the same message using regular techniques without optimization and the optimization-intensive ones respectively. The results show that in most instances, much longer messages can be embedded by the new techniques before changing the problem to unsatisfiable. Both the initial and watermarked instances are solved by WalkSAT[8]. All instances are Average Improvement Median Improvement solved instantaneously, the run-time overhead is negligible. Among these techniques, the "adding clauses" method has the best performance. Table 1 reports the maximal length of the bit-steam that we can take before turning the problem to unsatisfiable.
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